Mo Bolduc, Poetry $850
is a multi-disciplinary non-binary artist from New Brunswick. They
received training in theater and performed as a comedian before turning
to writing. Excerpts from their texts have appeared in the Anthologie de la
Poésie des Femmes en Acadie and in the magazine Exit.
Dans ce recueil, Mo reprend et approfondit les thèmes qu'iel avait
explorés dans son premier recueil, Dead end : les relations amoureuses
et les limites du langage. Mo "écrit l'amour", ses désirs et ses blessures,
ses défis et ses démons. Iel s'interroge sur son identité, joue avec les
règles et les contraintes du genre inhérentes à l'utilisation de la langue
française. Il en résulte une poésie-identité incarnée où la découverte de
soi passe par le corps-langage.
*THIS EVENT WILL BE PRESENTED IN FRENCH*

Mark Bourrie, Biography $850 is an award-winning author,
journalist, historian, professor, and a consultant on propaganda and
censorship at the Canadian Forces Public Affairs School. Mark’s National
Magazine Award–winning journalism has appeared in the Globe and Mail,
the Toronto Star and other major publications across Canada and the UK.
He was a member of the Canadian Parliamentary Press Gallery for 24
years before becoming a lawyer. Mark has authored 13 best-selling
books including the RBC Taylor Prize-winning Bush Runner: The
Adventures of Pierre Radisson.
In Big Men Fear Me, Mark recounts the remarkable true story of the rise
and fall of George McCullagh, one of North America’s most influential
media moguls. George, a charismatic high-school dropout, bought The
Globe and The Mail and Empire at the height of the Great Depression to
create the prestigious Globe and Mail. Widely expected to one day
become Canada’s prime minister, Mark recounts McCullagh’s audacious,
inspirational rise and devastating fall.

Christiane Duchesne, Kid’s Book $850 has published
more than 100 books as well as texts for theatre, television, radio and
cinema. She has also translated hundreds of titles of picture books for
young people and the lyrics of a hundred songs. Her novels have been
awarded the Governor General's Prize three times, the Christie Prize
three times and the Alvine-Bélisle Prize three times, among others.
Tout le monde possède un fabuleux imaginaire! Il suffit de le stimuler
pour en découvrir toutes les richesses. Merlin, le faucon émerillon, est là
pour te guider à travers la Forêt des possibles. Avec lui, tu découvriras
comment donner un coup de fouet à ton imagination, comment faire
vibrer les mots et inventer des textes qui t’étonneront toi-même!
L’écriture, c’est merveilleux et c’est pour toi, en toute liberté!

Kwame Fraser, Instructor $850, President and Publisher
at Dundurn Press
“Dundurn Press aims to publish contemporary trade fiction and nonfiction, focusing on works that amplify and elevate exceptional Canadian
writers and important stories that reflect the world, satisfy curiosity,
enlighten, and entertain. Our books will provide a portal into a place not
yet known to the reader, where new voices and stories will be discovered.
We invite readers and writers into a new home for previously
underrepresented voices in our diverse cultural and literary community.
Like our readers, we’re curious, courageous, and forward-thinking. Read
with us. These are your stories.”

Dundurn All Stars:
$850 for the team!
Sifton Tracey Anipare, Jowita
Bydlowska, Jerry Fontaine, J.J.
Martin, and Don McCaskill.
Rawi Hage, Short Stories $850
lived through nine years of the Lebanese civil war before immigrating to
Canada. He now lives in Montreal. His first novel, De Niro's Game, won
the IMPAC Dublin Literary Award, and has either won or been shortlisted
for several major awards, including the Giller and the Governor General's
Literary Award. Cockroach won the Paragraphe Hugh MacLennan Prize
for Fiction and was a finalist for the GGLA, the Rogers Writers' Trust
Fiction Award and the Giller. Carnival, was a finalist for the Writers' Trust
Award and won the Paragraphe Hugh MacLennan Prize for Fiction.
The characters in Stray Dogs lead radically different lives, but all are
restless travelers, seeking connection, escape and delicate threads of
truth, only to experience the ways our fragile modern identities are
constructed, destroyed, and reborn. Politically astute, philosophically
wise, humane, relevant and caustically funny.

Ali Hassan, Memoir $850 is a stand-up comedian, actor, and
professional chef. He is the host of CBC’s Canada Reads as well
as Laugh Out Loud. He is also a frequent guest host of CBC’s q. He’s
performed comedy at the Just For Laughs Festival in Montreal and
Toronto’s JFL42. He has appeared in three award-winning
films, Breakaway, French Immersion, and Goon, in addition to other film
and TV roles, most recently CBC’s Run the Burbs. He lives in Toronto,
Ontario, with his family.
In this heartfelt memoir, based on his stand-up comedy, Hassan shares
his lifelong journey to becoming a “cultural Muslim”—learning to walk the
line of embracing his heritage while following his passions and being true
to himself. From failing to learn Arabic, to discovering the wonders of
pepperoni as a teenager and being a celebrity judge at Ribfest, he finds
himself in compromising situations that challenge his beliefs and identity.

E.K. Johnston, Young Adult Sci-Fi $850
had several jobs and one vocation before she became a published
writer. If she’s learned anything, it’s that things turn out weird sometimes,
and there’s not a lot you can do about it. Well, that and how to muscle
through awkward fanfic because it’s about a pairing she likes.
Her books range from contemporary fantasy to fairy-tale reimaginings,
from hopeful sci-fi to quiet epics, and from small town Ontario to a galaxy
far, far away. She has no plans to rein anything in.
Set on a family-run interstellar freighter and a mysterious remote space
station, E. K. Johnston's latest is story of survival and self-determination.
Pendt's family sees her as a waste of food on their space cruiser when
her genes reveal an undesirable mutation. During a layover, Pendt
escapes and forms a lucky bond with the teenage heirs of the powerful
family that owns the station. The trio hatches a long-shot scheme to take
over the station and thwart the destinies they never wished for.

H.N. Khan, Young Adult Fiction $850 is a first-time
author. Born in Pakistan, he immigrated to Canada at age seven and
grew up in Regent Park. After graduating with a business degree he
decided to drop out of law school to pursue a career in Toronto's start-up
scene. Since then, he's helped build and market software that's used by
millions around the world. He is a recent graduate from Humber's School
for Writers' correspondence program.
Fawad has big dreams about being the world's first Pakistani to be
drafted into the NBA. Fifteen-year-old Fawad Chaudhry loves two things:
basketball and his mother's potato and ground beef stuffed parathas.
Both are round and both help him forget about things like his father, who
died two years ago, his mother’s desire to arrange a marriage to his first
cousin, Nusrat, back home in Pakistan, and the tiny apartment in Regent
Park he shares with his mom and sister.

Robyn Maynard, Political Science $850 is the author
the national bestseller Policing Black Lives: State Violence in Canada
from Slavery to the Present. Policing Black Lives was designated one of
the best 100 books of 2017 by The Hill Times and won the Errol Morris
Book Award. It was a finalist for The Dayne Ogilvie Prize for LGBTQ
Emerging Writers; an Atlantic Book Award; the Mavis Gallant Prize for
Non-Fiction; and the Concordia University First Book Prize.
During lockdown, Robyn Maynard and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson
began writing each other letters—desiring kinship and connection in a
world shattering under intersecting crises of pandemic, police killings, and
climate catastrophe. These letters soon grew into Rehearsals for Living—
part debate, part dialogue, part lively correspondence between two razorsharp writer articulating to each other Black and Indigenous perspectives
on here and now, and the long-disavowed histories of slavery and
colonization that have brought us to this moment.

Ben McNally, Book Lovers’ Lunch Host $850 knows
books and he knows readers. He’s been putting the two together in
intriguing and sometimes surprising ways since 1970. Ben’s warmth and
genuine enthusiasm for books have made him a favourite with Canadian
authors and readers. He’s been in a happy long-term relationship with
Kingston WritersFest readers at our Book Lovers’ Lunch event since
2009 and continues to please the crowd as he reveals a discerning
selection of the season’s best books.
Ben is past president of Project Bookmark Canada, a
charitable organization that erects plaques bearing excerpts from
Canadian books in the locations that inspired the writing. Ben is married
to Lynn Thomson, author of Birding With Yeats: A Mother’s Memoir.

Susan Mockler, Memoir $550 is a disabled writer living in
Kingston, Ontario. Her stories and essays have been published in
Canada and the U.S. including work in Voices From the FOLD: A Festival
Magazine, Flash Fiction Magazine, 2020 Editor's Choice Award Winner,
THIS Magazine, Geist, Descant, Ars Medica, and Taddle Creek.
Fractured is her first book.
A collision with a moose on a dark highway left Susan Mockler with an
incomplete spinal injury, suddenly compromising her ability to walk and to
care for herself. She spent months in a rehabilitation facility learning how
to adjust to her new reality, and though partially recovered, her life
changed. Fractured is a compelling illumination of the challenges of
acquired disability and the ways in which people with disabilities are
sidelined and infantilised. Susan, a psychotherapist, speaks with honesty
about reactions to her injury, and the hard-won lessons learned from her
experience.

Stuart Ross, Poetry /Memoir $850 is the author of 20
books of fiction, poetry, and essays. He received the 2019 Harbourfront
Festival Prize, the 2017 Canadian Jewish Literary Award for Poetry, and
the 2010 ReLit Award for Short Fiction. His work has been translated into
Nynorsk, French, Spanish, Estonian, Slovenian and Russian.
A friend once pointed out that whenever Stuart Ross got close to
something heavy and “real” in a poem, a hamburger would inevitably
appear for comic relief. In this hybrid essay/memoir/poetic meditation,
Ross wrestles with what it means to grieve the people one loves and
what it means to go on living in the face of an enormous accumulation of
loss. Written during the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, shortly
after the sudden death of his brother left him the last living member of his
family and as a catastrophic diagnosis meant anticipating the death of his
closest friend, this meditation on mortality — a kind of literary shiva — is
Ross’s most personal book to date.

Chloé Savoie-Bernard, Poetry $550
is one of the outstanding poetic voices of her generation. Her first
collection, Royaume scotch tape, has become a classic; Fastes,
meanwhile, was a finalist for the Governor General's Awards. She is also
the author of the collection of short stories Des femmes savantes,and
directed the Corps collective. Chloé will be joining the Queen’s French
Department Faculty this Fall.
L'autrice poursuit son exploration poétique du désir, de l'identité, du
rapport à l'autre dans un recueil d'une impudeur ardente, et élégante.
Dans des vers incarnés qui mettent la lecture sous tension, la réaction –
genrée, raciste, sociale – continue de brutaliser l'intellect. Et cette fois, le
désir d'élévation et la figure du féminin transcendé, pour le meilleur et
pour le pire, entrent en scène.
*THIS EVENT WILL BE PRESENTED IN FRENCH*

Shyam Selvadurai, Historical Fiction $1100 was
born in Sri Lanka and came to Canada with his family at nineteen. Funny
Boy, his first novel was shortlisted for the Giller, won the W. H. Smith
/Books in Canada First Novel Award and the Lambda Literary Award, and
was named a Notable Book by the American Library Association.
Cinnamon Gardens, was shortlisted for the Trillium Award and The
Hungry Ghosts, for the GGLA.
A breathtaking reimagining of ancient India. In this sweeping tale, at once
epic and intimate, Shyam Selvadurai introduces us to Siddhartha
Gautama—who will later become “the enlightened one,” or the Buddha—
an unusually bright and politically astute young man newlywed to a
woman of great intelligence. Mansions of the Moon traces the couple’s
early love and life together, and then the anguished turmoil that descends
upon them both as Siddhartha’s spiritual calling takes over and the
marriage partnership slowly, inexorably crumbles.
Gillian Sze, Poetry + Essays $850 is the author of multiple
poetry collections, including Peeling Rambutan, Redrafting Winter,
and Panicle, which were finalists for the Quebec Writers’ Federation’s
A.M. Klein Prize for Poetry. She resides in Montreal, where she teaches
creative writing and literature.
During the period of early parenthood, GIllian’s new maternal role urges
her to contemplate her own origins, both familial and artistic. Comprised
of personal essays and poems, Quiet Night Think takes its title from a
direct translation of an eighth-century Chinese poem by Li Bai. Her
memory of reading this poem as a child marked the beginning of an
unshakable love of poetry. What follows is an intimate anatomization of
her entanglement with languages and cultures. Her most generically
diverse book yet, invites readers to meditate on questions of emergence
and transformation: What are you trying to be? Where does a word break
off? What calls to us throughout the night?

Tsering Yangzom Lama, Historical Fiction $1100
holds a BA in creative writing and international relations, and an MFA
from Columbia University. Born and raised in Nepal, Tsering has lived in
Toronto, New York City, and Vancouver, where she now resides. We
Measure the Earth with Our Bodies is her first novel.
A New York Times Book Review Summer Read Pick, Washington
Post Noteworthy Book of the Month, One of Booklist's Top 10 Historical
Fiction Debuts and Publishers Weekly's Writers to Watch. A nuanced
portrait of the world of Tibetan exiles. In the wake of China’s invasion of
Tibet, Lhamo and her sister, Tenkyi, arrive at a refugee camp on Nepal’s
border, having survived the dangerous journey across the Himalayas.
Decades later, the sisters are separated, and Tenkyi finds herself living
with Lhamo’s daughter in Parkdale. A gorgeously written meditation on
colonization, displacement, and the lengths we'll go to remain connected
to our families and ancestral lands.

Moderators $300

EVENT
Author! Author! with Guy Gavriel Kay
Craig Anderson worked as a management consultant
across three continents, for a selection of fortune 100
companies. He has extensive experience in analysing
large, complex datasets and producing detailed
breakdowns that identify underlying trends and
opportunities. Craig is also an independent author of
five titles and is highly involved in the self-publishing
community.

Craig Anderson

Sadiqa de Meijer

Mother Tongue: Identities in Verse with Nancy Jo
Cullen, Gillian Sze, Sarah Tsiang
Sadiqa de Meijer’s poetry has appeared in a number
of literary journals including Poetry Magazine, as well
as in the anthologies Best of Canadian Poetry in
English and Villanelles. She won the CBC Canada
Writes Poetry Prize for “Great Aunt Unmarried,” and
her debut poetry collection Leaving Howe Island was
a finalist for the Governor General’s Award for poetry.
She is also author of the poetry collection The Outer
Wards and alfabet / alphabet: a Memoir of a First
Language which reflections on her transition from
speaking Dutch to English. Born in the Netherlands,
she now lives in Kingston, Ontario.

Moira Demorest

Marshall Hill

Daughter Of...: Making Her Own Path with Martha
Wainwright
Hailing from Kingston, Moira has constantly pursued
a passion for empowering female voices, as she
balances her careers as a musician, concert
promoter, educator, and director of Kingston School
of Art. For over a decade, Moira toured and
performed with the feminist dance punk band PELT.
Co-founder of KPP Concerts, Moira has produced live
concerts for nearly 20 years, founding initiatives such
as Fun House Concert Series which paired touring
professional musicians with local up and coming
talent.
Beneath the Surface: Identities in Rupture:
Memoir with Joshua Whitehead
Marshall Hill is a scholar of the Americas who focuses
on poetry as a site of investigation to consider how
Black and Indigenous living re-writes notions of
human potentiality beyond racial capitalism and
coloniality. His PHD dissertation argues that while
Black and Indigenous communities are kept in states
of exhaustion by the dominant society they in turn
possess the potential to exhaust such structures and
strategies of containment. He is Onyota'a:ka and a
member of the Oneida Nation of the Thames.

Adan Jerreat-Poole

Kate Kristiansen

Late Nights with KWF: Phantasmagorical
Emergences with John Elizabeth Stintzi
Adan Jerreat-Poole is a reader and YA fantasy writer.
They study disability and queerness in popular
culture. “I’m interested in reimagining our
relationships with each other, our bodies, and
technology through an ethics of intimacy, access, and
care. How can we use technology and media to
transform our society and generate accessible
futures? How can ethical feminist networks challenge
the violence of settler capitalism? My work explores
the use of digital media as tools of collective care,
community-building, and activism”. Adan lives in
Kingston, Ontario.
Death by Misadventure: A Backpacker’s
Disappearance in the Himalayas with Harley
Rustad
Kate Kristiansen is the owner of the Hummingbird
Studio, a marketing and publicity agency, and has
nearly twenty years of experience in marketing and
brand sponsorship development. She lent her talents
to Kingston WritersFest as our Director of Marketing
in 2014 and 2015. Kate writes about all things food
and family, has a strong interest in food security, the
farm-to-table movement, and other global issues.
Also an avid traveller, Kate has travelled around the
world, living for several years in New Zealand and
across the United States. Never one to sit idle, Kate
is currently working on two novels.

Wayne Grady

Y.S. Lee

Last Chapter Brunch with David Adams Richards
Wayne Grady is an award-winning author of
numerous works of science, nature, travel writing and
personal essays. He has also translated more than a
dozen novels from French and published three
novels: Emancipation Day (long-listed for the Giller
and won the Amazon.ca First Novel Award), Up From
Freedom, and The Good Father. He coauthored Breakfast at the Exit Café: Travels Through
America with Merilyn Simonds, and the international
bestseller Tree: A Life Story with David Suzuki.
Wayne teaches creative nonfiction at the UBC and
divides his time between Kingston and San Miguel de
Allende, Mexico.
In a Perfect World: Good Moms and Bad Days
With Jessamine Chan
Y.S. (Ying S.) Lee was born in Singapore and raised
in Vancouver and Toronto. She completed a Ph.D. in
Victorian Literature and Culture from Queen’s
University in Kingston, Ontario. In 2007, Routledge
published her revised dissertation under the
title: Masculinity and the English Working Class:
Studies in Victorian Autobiography and Fiction. Y.S.
now lives in Kingston, Ontario. In addition to writing
novels for a youthful audience, Lee writes short
stories that have appeared in a variety of anthologies.

Aara Macauley

Late Nights with KWF: Reality Derailed with Iain
Reid and Late Check-Out: Whodunit? with Nita
Prose
Aara is the Artistic Director for Kingston WritersFest.
For four years she owned and operated Get Funky
Boutique. Aara performs and has been involved in the
fundraising, event planning, and promotion
committees for various local cabaret, film, and arts
festivals. She is past Chairperson on the Reelout Arts
Project Board of Directors and the steering committee
for the Canadian Association of Literary Festivals,
and currently sits on the City of Kingston Arts
Advisory Committee, the Art in Public Places Working
Group, the Poet Laureate Working Group.

